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ABSTRACT 

Tightly coupled visualization and analysis is a powerful approach to data exploration especially for clustering. We 
describe such a specific integration of analysis and visualization for the evaluation of multiple partitions of a data set. 
Partitions are decompositions of a dataset into a family of disjoint subsets. They may be the results of clustering, of 
groupings of categorical dimensions, of binned numerical dimensions, of predetermined class labeling dimensions, or of 
prior knowledge structured in mutually exclusive format (one data item associated with one and only one outcome). 
Partition or cluster stability analysis can be used to identify near-optimal structures, build ensembles, or conduct 
validation. We extend Parallel Sets to a new visualization tool which provides for the mutual comparison and evaluation 
of multiple partitions of the same dataset. We describe a novel layout algorithm for informatively rearranging the order 
of records and dimensions. We provide examples of its application to data stability and correlation at the record, cluster, 
and dimension levels within a single interactive display.  

Keywords:  visual analytics, cluster comparison, stability metrics, cluster analysis, data flow, layout algorithm, pattern 
recognition. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Partition comparison and evaluation is a common task in data analysis. In this context, partitions refer to the results of 
clustering in flat format, of groupings of categorical dimensions, of binned numerical dimensions, of predetermined class 
labeling dimensions, or of prior knowledge structured in mutually exclusive format (one data item associated with one 
and only one outcome). Partition stability analysis deals with comparison and evaluation of multiple partitions in order 
to identify near-optimal structures, build ensembles, or conduct validation of various clustering results. Partition stability 
is a measure regarding the consistency of records within clusters or data categories. Stable records characterize main 
features of their assigned clusters while unstable records indicate cluster marginal elements, outliers, or anomalies. The 
results of partition stability analysis often answer questions like 
• Which data items are strongly clustered together? Which data items are marginally clustered?  
• Is the clustering result obtained by a particular method better than other methods? How effective are the various 

methods when comparing multiple results? 
• What is the optimal number of clusters over multiple clustering runs with different settings?  
• How consistent, or stable, are data memberships over multiple partitions?  
• How does data flow from one partition to others? How do data volumes change? What are their density distributions 

and hierarchical relationships?  

The integration of analysis and visualization for the evaluation of partition stability has become a major methodology in 
exploratory data analysis. We extended Parallel Sets [1] to a new visualization tool, CComViz (Cluster Comparison 
Visualization), to carry out this methodology. We proposed a novel layout algorithm for informatively rearranging the 
record display order. With these techniques, we are able to visualize data stability, data flow, density distribution and 
hierarchy, and data correlation at the record, group, and dimension levels within a single graphical interactive display. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Visualization provides an intuitive and interactive means to improve partition stability analysis.  Utilizing a single 
graphical display, parallel coordinates [2] places coordinate axes corresponding to dimensions side by side for 
comparison.  Each dimension corresponds to a partition or clustering.  A number of tools extend parallel coordinates 
[3][4][5][6] and work fairly well for datasets that contain a combination of categorical and continuous dimensions.  Since 
record projections in parallel coordinates are still constrained by coordinates, data density distribution and hierarchic 
relationships cannot be effectively observed.  As a result, these tools work less effectively for multiple partition 
comparison.  In one alternative, Chen et al. [7] use a tree graph to express the similarities and hierarchical relationships of 
various clustering results.  The disadvantage of this approach is that cluster results cannot be compared at the record 
level.   The SM (Stable Matrix) visualization tool proposed by Cvek [8][9] addresses this issue by visualizing a symmetric 
2D matrix in a heatmap. An element of this matrix is calculated by SM (i, j)  = nij / N; where N is the total number of 
clustering results involved in the comparison, and nij is the number of clustering results which recognize the pair of 
records (i, j) assigned to the same cluster. The record index order in SM is carefully arranged so that the record stability 
states and relationships are visually represented. In another approach, the Expression Profiler [10] visualization package 
developed at EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute) presents a method for comparing various clustering results in 
either flat or hierarchical structures. With this method, a bipartite graph is used to compare two flat clustering results and 
express their relationships.  Each side of the bipartite graph is a group of a clustering result. An algorithm is applied to 
rearrange the original cluster order, such that some clusters are merged into “supercluster”  nodes and the number of 
crossing edges is minimized. After the nodes are arranged and merged, the weight of each edge between the node pairs is 
set proportional to the number of overlapped records in both nodes. Two more recently developed visualization tools, 
Parallel Sets [1] and Interactive Sankey Diagrams [11], inherit the essence of Parallel Coordinates by displaying active 
dimensions side by side. For categorical data representation, they use frequency-based strips instead of one-by-one item-
based polylines. These strips are scaled according to the corresponding frequency of their represented categories to 
reveal metadata information. In addition, the strips are appropriately ordered by simulating multi-level sorting such that 
the density distributions and hierarchical relationships of multiple variables are aesthetically visualized. 

 

3. CCOMVIZ VISUALIZATION AND LAYOUT ALGORITHM 

To support partition comparison and analysis, we developed a new visualization tool called CComViz (Cluster 
Comparison Visualization). This tool presents data in polylines on a sequence of side-by-side axes that retain individual 
data points similar to Parallel Coordinates while enforcing a frequency-based representation model used in Parallel Sets 
[1].  This combination of features takes advantage of a linked selection function [12] and makes CComViz an interactive 
and combinatory exploration environment. To achieve this functionality, we developed an elegant data representation 
model with a data reordering or layout algorithm. 

To better illustrate the concepts and computational steps to be presented, we use a small synthetic dataset (Table 1) that 
contains nominal categorical dimensions (A, B, C) and an ordinal categorical dimension (D). In this dataset, the 
categorical value order of an ordinal dimension is meaningful whereas the categorical value order of a nominal 
dimension is not. Figure 1 illustrates a simplified version of the CComViz data representation model that projects the 
synthetic dataset. In this figure, the numbers within the boxes represent record indices.  

 

 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Like parallel coordinates, CComViz lays dimensional axes out in parallel. However, these axes are not coordinates. 
Every axis is associated with an individual record display order and represented as a set of continuous bars. Each bar 
corresponds to a dimensional category with its length scaled to its frequency in the dimension. In CComViz, data items 
are represented as polylines that link their points on every axis. The point position of each data item on the axis is 
determined by its rank in the record display order. Since each data item has a unique rank on the axis, no more than one 
data item is projected to the same point on each axis (without considering the rounding of projection position to screen 
pixel). Therefore, no more than one data item is projected to the same polyline. This feature particularly benefits 
categorical dimensions in contrast to regular parallel coordinates in which data items with the same category value are 
projected to the same point on the axis, resulting in point overlap. In CComViz, one of the most important visual 
properties is the hot dimension. The hot dimension, such as D dimension in Figure 1, is a selected dimension by which 
all record lines are colored. Any active dimension can be selected as the hot dimension. Choosing a different hot 
dimension provides a convenient way to view how records in a group of one dimension fall into groups of other 
dimensions. In this way, data flows, density distributions, and hierarchies starting from different dimensions can be 
easily explored.  

As seen in Figure 1, without a proper record display order rearrangement, severe line crossings make it difficult to 
observe data patterns and data relations.  To solve the above readability problem, we sort and generate a multi-round 
backward/forward layout so that implicit line crossing reduction and visual aesthetics are achieved. This approach not 
only addresses the crossing line problem with higher efficiency than the traditional explicit minimization solution but 
also brings a semantic into the visualization to help harness human perception for amplifying insight cognition. With this 
semantic, data items which fall into major data trends appear smooth while marginal data items or outliers tend to 
fluctuate. Implementation of this solution turns out to be an algorithm for record and dimension display order 
rearrangement. The computational process is executed in a pipeline fashion in which the computation of record display 
order is based on dimensional display order. Any change in adding, removing, or reordering dimensions will cause a 
change in the record display order. 

   

Fig. 1 Illustration of the CcomViz data representation 
model prior to record display order rearrangement. 
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3.1  Par t i t ion Stabi l i ty Heur ist ics 

The heuristics used in the sorting process, considered part of the preparation process for the CComViz layout, are 
referred to as partition stability heuristics. These heuristics attempt to measure the tendency of categorical data to follow 
certain data trends. If the measurement values are high, the corresponding data are associated with high proportional co-
occurring data across dimensions. These data are considered to be stable since they maintain certain consistency among 
different partitionings. With respect to its application in the layout preparation process, partition stability is defined at the 
record, group and dimension levels. Their calculations are based on mutual comparisons of all present partitioning 
groups, usually called categories, in voting fashion.  

Definition 1:  Given a record with index k of a dataset that has n categorical dimensions N = { C1, C2, …, Cn} , let bold 
cmf(k) represent a list of record indices in which k is contained and cmf(k) represent the categorical value of record k in 
dimension Cm.  The indices in cmf(k) are a complete record subset that hold a value cmf(k).  The record stability for record k, 
RS (k), is defined as 

 
 
 
where �  (ca, cb) is the cosine coefficient [13] [14] for categories ca and cb of separate dimensions 
 
 
 
 
with bold ca representing the record index list with category value ca.  

 
Based on the equations, record stability is the average cosine coefficient of pairwise dimensions with a value range 
between 0 and 1. Since the cosine coefficient is proportional to co-occurring elements in two sets, the records with high 
record stability values represent data trends across dimensions. From a clustering point of view, records representing 
data trends are located in dense areas and close to their natural cluster centers. On the other hand, the records with low 
record stability reside in clustering marginal areas where outliers may exist.  

As an example, the expression below depicts the calculation of record stability for a record with index 0 in the synthetic 
dataset.  Consider a f(0) = a1, bf(0) = b2,  cf(0) =  c1,  and df(0) =  d1. Then: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Definition 2:  Group stability, GS, is defined as the average record stability of records in a dimensional category. 

 

 

 

From the definition of record stability, group stability indicates the chance of the existence of a data trend within an 
underlying partitioning group.   
 
Definition 3:  Given dimensions Ca and Cb, their relative dimension stability, RDS, is defined as 
 
 
 
where m is the data record size. 
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RDS is a measure of mutual relevance of two dimensions. A high RDS value implies the existence of strong data trends 
between the two dimensions. To certain extent, RDS is analogous to correlation measure and information gain. The 
former is applied to continuous numerical dimensions and the latter is not mutual.     
 
Definition 4:  Dimension stability for dimension Cu is defined as 
 
 

 

where m is the data record size and n is the data dimension size.  

Dimension stability is the pairwise relative dimension stability involving all present dimensions. So, it reflects a general 
significance for an underlying dimension to distinguish data trends which exist among present dimensions.   

The purpose of using partition stability measures for preparing the CComViz layout is to facilitate line crossing 
reduction and improve visual aesthetics.  This is accomplished by arranging records, groups, and dimensions vertically 
and/or horizontally closer together when they share similar characteristics.  
 

3.2  Dimension Display Or der  Rear r angement  

There are two dimension reordering approaches in terms of dimension stability and relative dimension stability. The first 
one is a sorting approach in which dimension display order is arranged in descending dimension stability order. The 
second is a sequential selection approach. With the second approach, once the first dimension is selected by the user 
based on a certain criteria (such as high dimension stability), a successive dimension is chosen that has the highest 
relative dimension stability among all unselected candidate dimensions. 

As we described earlier, both relative dimension stability and dimension stability characterize data features in terms of 
proportion of intersected record indices across the present dimension. In addition to line crossing reduction, putting 
dimensions that share close characteristics side by side accomplishes a common task in comparative partition and cluster 
analysis. Due to its sorting order, which relies on presence of participant dimensions, data projection in CComViz 
visually helps with feature selection during the progressive data analysis process.  

    

3.3  Recor d Display Or der  Rear r angement  

To some extent, record display order rearrangement in CComViz is similar to the bipartite graph crossing minimization 
(BGCM) problem [15]. However, traditional solutions to the BGCM problem deal with one pair of dimensions [10] and 
exercise expensive explicit line crossing minimization approaches. These approaches are not scalable to the CComViz 
problem. Our solution achieves implicit line crossing reduction by means of sorting by stability heuristics consisting of 
one round of backward sequential record reordering and two rounds of forward sequential record reordering. With this 
solution, the layout algorithm makes records project within envelopes (bands) [1] [16] [17] so that data density distribution 
and hierarchical relationships can be easily observed.  

The process of record display order rearrangement contains three major steps. The first step is to group each dimension 
by its own categorical values. The second step is a sequential dimension group display order rearrangement that starts 
from the hot dimension to both end dimensions. The method of dimension group display order rearrangement depends 
on the underlying dimension type and whether it is the hot dimension. If a dimension is ordinal, whether it is the hot 
dimension or not, the dimension groups are always reordered in descending ordinal order (top down). For a nominal 
dimension, if it is the hot dimension, its group display order follows the descending order of their group stability values. 
Otherwise, a pairing process regarding previous dimension group display order takes place. In the pairing process, the 
pairwise groups of adjacent dimensions are first sorted in descending cosine coefficient order, and then paired groups are 
selected from unused ones following the sorted order. Every group should only be paired once. Taking the synthetic 
dataset as an example, Table 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the group pairing process. In this illustration, the dimension display 
order <D, C, A, B> (left to right) is determined by using a sequential selection approach. Since the dimension D is 
ordinal and selected as the hot dimension due to its highest dimension stability value, its group display is <d3, d2, d1> 
(top down). The rest of group display orders are sequentially determined according to selected group pairs.   
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The third step in the record display reordering process is the most complex. Figure 2 through Figure 4 illustrate this 
procedure for the synthetic dataset. Note that each axis, except for the end ones represented in these figures, consists of 
left and right columns to keep record display order. This change from the previously shown data representation model is 
to further reduce line crossings when some partial record display orderings relying on left adjacent and right adjacent 
axes cannot be compromised.  
 
The third record display reordering step involves a number of computations specified by the expression: cum = 

�
i ∪ ((Cv 

∩ hi) ∩ c’ um) in three rounds of backward/forward sequential operations. All operands in the expression are of a linked-
set data structure which is an orderable list with unique elements. Here we use a linked set to represent record display 
order. For example, category c2 = { 13, 14, 10, 1, 8}  from dimension C in the synthetic dataset is a linked set  whose 
listing order represents indexed record display order (from top to bottom) on a CComViz axis. In the above expression, 
cum and c’ um denote the record display orders for category m of dimension C �  before and after the expression is executed, 
hi corresponds to category i of the hot dimension, and C �  is the previous dimension of C � . If sequential reordering 
execution is from left to right, C �  is one left next to C � , otherwise vice versa. The operators for the linked set are also 
special. 

�
 i ∪  represents consecutive linked-set concatenation operations. Its returned element order follows the original 

element order of operands applied in order. The operand application order is specified by i corresponding to the hot 
dimension group display order. Another operator ∩ is a linked-set intersection operator with its returned element order 
following the first operand element order. To demonstrate execution of the expression, category a 1 in Figure 3 is 
reordered as follows: 
  
a 1 = 

�
i ∪ ((Cv ∩ di ) ∩ a’ um ) = [(B ∩ d3) ∩ a’ 1)] ∪ [(B ∩ d2) ∩ a’ 1)]  ∪ [(B ∩ d1) ∩ a’ 1 

  
     =  [(B ∩ { 13,14,6} ) ∩ a’ 1)] ∪ [(B ∩ { 2,7,11,4,5,10,1,12,8,9} ) ∩ a’ 1)]  ∪ [(B ∩ { 0,3,15} ) ∩ a’ 1 
   
     =  { 6}  ∪ { 4,2,7}  ∪ { 0,3}  = { 6,4,2,7,0,3}  
 
In the above example, B = { 13,10,12,9,4,1,5,0,3,14,6,2,7,8,11,15} and a’ 1 = {6,2,7,4,0,3} . 
 
At the beginning of the third step, records within each hot dimension group are individually sorted by record stability. 
Then starting from the hot dimension to another end dimension, the first round of forward sequential operations takes 
place. The second and the third round of sequential operations continue consecutively in respective backward and 
forward directions. After each round of operation, record reordering results are recorded on specified axis column as 
shown in Figure 2, 3, and 4. The final positions of record indexes on axis columns are points that connect polylines to 
represent corresponding data records, as illustrated in Figure 5. Positions of some records on left and right axis columns, 
such as record 5 and 8 on dimension A, are not aligned. This is because record reordering relying on the left adjacent 
dimension and the right adjacent dimension cannot be compromised. If we decide to make them aligned, at least one 
extra crossing must occur. Our experiment shows that this extra crossing obscures data hierarchical relationships and 
other interesting data features. So this non-alignment is considered a tradeoff for satisfying visual aesthetics.  If the hot 
dimension is in the middle, instead of on the left end, the above step will be applied on both sides separately. When the 
hot dimension is at the right end, the functions of the left column and right column switch.       

Table 4 Group Pairing between A and B 
A  B 

�
( ) �

a3 b2 0.544 
a1 b1 0.463 

a1 �  b2 �  0.408 
a2 b1 �  0.378 
a2 b2 �  0.333 

a3 �  b1 �  0.309 
 

Table 3 Group Pairing between C and A 
C  A 

�
() �  

c3 a1 0.617 
c2 a3 0.548 

c2 �  a2 0.447 
c1 a1 �  0.408 
c1 a3 �  0.408 

c3 �  a2 0.378 
c3 �  a3 �  0.154 
c1 a2 0 

c2 �  a1 �  0 
 
 

Table 2 Group Pairing between D and C 
D  C 

�
( ) �

d1 c1 0.866 
d2 c3 0.717 
d3 c2 0.516 

d2 �  c2 �  0.424 
d3 �  c3 �  0.218 
d2 �  c1 �  0.158 
d1 �  c2 �  0 
d1 �  c3 �  0 
d3 �  c1 �  0 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
In contrast to Figure 1, Figure 5 contains much fewer line crossings. With this effect, data projection in CComViz more 
informatively reveals data hierarchal relationships and density distributions. For example, after reordering, the hierarchal 
relationship related to records 13, 14, and 6 across four dimensions becomes clearer, and the close partitioning features 
between dimensions D and C become more obvious.   

Partition stability is considered a kind of “similarity”  metric. CComViz requires several steps in order to apply the 
different levels of partition stability for layout.  They include putting similar records close together within a category 

Fig. 2 Process and result after first round forward-
sequential reordering operations. Reordering results 
are written on the right axis columns. 

Fig. 3 Process and result after second round 
backward-sequential reordering operations. 
Reordering results are written on the right axis 
columns.  

Fig. 4 Process and result after third round forward-
sequential reordering operations. Reordering results 
are written on the left axis columns. 
 

* X = 8 | 5, Y = 5 | 8, other record indices contain 
left and right column labels that are the same. 
 
Fig. 5 CComViz projection for the synthetic dataset 
after reordering.  



group, aligning similar category groups vertically, and arranging similar dimensions in sequential order. These steps 
minimize overall vertical distances between record positions on adjacent dimension axes to reduce line crossings. When 
line crossing reduction is achieved, stable record lines tend to become smooth-moving bands and unstable records appear 
as fluctuated lines. For example, in Figure 5, the most stable records 2 and 7 are relatively smooth but the most unstable 
record 15 fluctuates. This effect helps users visually distinguish data items in terms of certain data characteristics related 
to partition stability, such as density distribution, hierarchical relationships, correlations, and anomalies. 

Computations involved in CComViz layout are divided into two phases. The first phase is a pre-process phase, which 
contains calculations of cosine coefficient, corresponding relation, and relative dimension stability. For the active 
dimensions, these are calculated only once. In the second phase, whenever the hot dimension and dimension display 
settings are changed, the record and dimension display orders will be recomputed. All computations in the two phases 
are linear with respect to data length and width, making CComViz an efficient visualization tool.  

 

4. CASE STUDY AND APPLICATION  

We conduct partition stability analysis on unclassified microarray data. We expect the comparison of multiple clustering 
results to reveal inherent data structure and stability features. The dataset consists of a Salamander gene expression time 
series. It contains 521 genes or EST expression levels at seven time points (hour 4, hour 6, hour 12, hour 18, hour 24, 
day 3, day 5). Figure 6 projects this dataset in Parallel Coordinates.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
To perform cluster stability analysis on this data, seven clustering algorithms are applied including KM (K-means), EM 
(Expectation Maximization), XM (Extended K-means), DB (Density-based clustering built on K-means), SOM (Self-
Organization Map), and HC (Hierarchical Clustering with tree cutoff). Their implementations are available in Weka [18], 
R project [19], and MIT Whitehead GeneCluster [20]. For this case study, the number of clusters is set to six. Figure 7 is a 
CComViz projection of the seven clustering results for the microarray dataset with records and dimensions appropriately 
reordered based on the three levels of partition stability heuristics. The last column labeled RS in this figure is a new 
added dimension for record stability calculated based on seven clustering results.  

By applying the complete CComViz layout, Figure 7 intuitively presents information about the composition of different 
clustering results, their hierarchical relationships, and their migration rates. For instance, Figure 7 illustrates the 
correspondence of highly aligned clusters such as DB-2, KM-5, HC-2, SOM-3, and XM-3.  In terms of group stability 
based on the hot dimension, the cluster quality of clusters such as DB-2 and DB-5 can be discerned.  By reordering at the 

Fig. 6 Parallel Coordinates of the time series gene expression dataset. Data records are color coded by a 
clustering result generated using a density-based clustering built on K-means. There are six clusters shown. 



dimension level, the seven clustering results can be categorized into four types. DB, KM and HC are in one category, 
SOM and XM are in another. FF and EM belong to separate categories. By identifying their differences, a few 
hypotheses can be immediately suggested. For example, Figure 8 shows that Cluster FF-0 has very high degree of 
aggregation when compared to clusters of other clustering results. This may result in loss of information about patterns 
existing within this cluster. As shown in Figure 9, members of Cluster EM-5 are assigned to same cluster across all 
clustering algorithms. These members may have very close values and may show a strong trend.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 CComViz projection of the seven clustering results and a new added record stability (RS) dimension. The display 
order of seven clustering results is rearranged using sequential selection methods. Clustering DB is considered the most 
stable and configured as the hot dimension in this snapshot. 

Fig. 8 CComViz and Parallel Coordinates showing characteristics of FF clustering results, especially the FF-0 
cluster. 



 

Fig. 9 CComViz and Parallel Coordinates showing characteristics of the EM-5 cluster. 

(a) Centrality feature of stable 
records with threshold RS > 0.6  

Fig. 10 CComViz and MDS (Multi-Dimensional Scaling) projections showing stable record centrality 
and unstable record marginality.

(b) Marginality feature of unstable 
records with threshold RS < 0.5  



As discussed previously, smooth-moving bands in CComViz represent stable records and fluctuating lines represent 
unstable records. With stable threshold > 0.6 and unstable threshold < 0.5, Figure 10 illustrates this metaphor. Although 
the stability measurement in this case is based on data clustering results rather than raw data, it still indirectly 
characterizes certain features of the raw data since clustering is effectively abstract raw data. Figure 10 also contains a 
MDS (Multi-Dimensional Scaling) projection of the original microarray time series data. To some extent it demonstrates 
the centrality feature of stable data and the marginal feature of unstable records.   

Because of the complexity of the case study dataset, it is trivial to choose an arbitrary clustering algorithm with an 
appropriate number of clusters. CComViz provides additional support for developing cluster ensemble schemes that 
generate higher quality data clusters. In Figure 11, SOM and XM clustering split entire members of cluster DB-3 into 
two bands.  This suggests that cluster DB-3 might be divided into two sub-clusters. By reviewing the original gene 
expression values, this course of action makes sense since the differentiation of expression values at the last two time 
points is very significant (for this domain). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In visual analytics, it is challenging to achieve visual aesthetics through the use of metaphors based on statistics. To 
address this, we proposed a variety of techniques for the mutual comparison of multiple partitions. These techniques 
included a set of partition stability metrics and the CComViz projection enhanced with a sophisticated graphical layout 
algorithm. The partition stability metrics were defined at the record, group, and dimension levels. The graphical layout 
was improved by informatively rearranging records and dimensions to minimize line crossings.  CComViz is a highly 
interactive visual analytic tool that displays data stability, data flow, density distribution and hierarchy, and data 
correlation at multiple levels within a single graphical display. Our proposed techniques can be extensively used to 
identify near-optimal structures, build ensembles, or conduct validation. 
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